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Research comparing written and audio feedback from feedback analysis and students' perspectives showed the effectiveness of audio feedback in learning writing. Yet, there is a rarity of research on the impact of written and audio feedback in students' performance in writing. Therefore, the present study aimed to compare between teacher written and audio feedback in terms of its impact on students' performance in argumentative writing and students' perception of feedback. The results of this experimental study obtained from the scores of undergraduates in argumentative essays revealed that the experimental/audio feedback group of students (n.40) outperformed the control/written feedback group (n.40) in argumentative writing, which implies that audio feedback was more effective than written feedback in enhancing students' writing. Moreover, the results of the students’ responses to the survey and their comments on the open questions showed that students perceived both types of feedback equally satisfactory and accessible. However, while audio feedback was more efficient in details, clarifications and personalization, written feedback was perceived clearer and easier to understand and interpret.
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1. Introduction

Feedback is considered as a type of educational assistance given to English as Second Language (ESL) and English as Foreign Language (EFL) learners to learn writing (Hyland, 2010; Hyland & Hyland, 2006). While teacher written feedback has a positive impact on students’ text revisions (e.g., Alvarez, Espasa, & Guasch, 2012; Sundrarajun, 2020), it is challenging for some students to comprehend some written feedback and productively apply it to their writing (Jonsson, 2013). These issues have shifted the attention of teachers and researchers to think of different ways and strategies in promoting learners’ engagement with feedback (e.g., Cramp, 2011; Jonsson, 2013). One of these strategies is delivery of teacher feedback in the form of voice or audio files (Olesova, Richardson, Weasenforth, & Meloni, 2011; Rodway-Dyer, Knight, & Dunne, 2011; Parkes & Fletcher, 2017; Voelkel & Mello, 2014). Audio feedback is defined as voice feedback which is recorded by the instructor/teacher and delivered to students through technological tools and devices, such as MP3.

Researchers have been attracted by the question of whether teacher feedback should be delivered to students through written comments or audio files. Several researchers recommend the use of audio feedback for it is time-efficient (it takes less time in recording it and can be timely, cheap or free and applicable to various written assignments as long as students are familiar with technology use (Hennessy & Forrester, 2014; Lunt & Curran, 2010; Olesova et al., 2011; Rodway-Dyer et al., 2011). Research also provides evidence on students’ highly perceived value of audio feedback in comparison to written feedback (Fawcett & Oldfield, 2016; Hennessy & Forrester, 2014; Ice et al., 2010; Rodway-Dyer et al., 2011). Yet, studies on the impact of teacher audio feedback on students’ performance in writing that adopt experimental research designs are rare. While there is evidence that students prefer audio feedback, there are a few studies that compare the outcome of written and audio feedback in improving student performance in writing (Chalmers, MacCallum, Mowat, & Fulton, 2014; Morris & Chikwa, 2016). Therefore, the present experimental study examines the impact of both types of teacher feedback on EFL undergraduates’ text revisions in writing over an academic semester. It also explores learners’ perception of both types of feedback. It attempts to address the following research questions:

RQ1: Do the written and audio modes of teacher feedback result in significant differences in its impact on students’ performance in writing?

Q2: How do students perceive teacher written vs. audio feedback on their writing?

2.1 Literature Review

Studies have focused on comparative investigations of teacher written and audio feedback in different aspects, including the quantity of each mode of feedback, quality of feedback and issues in writing addressed by each mode of feedback. For instance, Dagen, Matter, Rinehart and Ice (2008) investigated the differences between types or categories of feedback on students’ writing when providing it through written and audio modes. The results show significant differences between the two modes in terms of the issues addressed, especially content and subject matter and clarity and flow of ideas. Analysis of students’ self-reports questionnaire indicates that most of the audio feedback they received focused on issues related to content and subject matter. Similarly, while most audio feedback focused on global issues, including content, organization and overall structure, written feedback focused on local issues, such as grammar, punctuation, word choice, and spelling (Cavanaugh & Song, 2014). Similarly, audio records provided significantly more feedback that was less negative and contained more directed feedback (Nemec & Dintzner, 2016).
In comparing teacher audio/taped feedback and written feedback on students' writing, Morra and Asís (2009) revealed that the differences between students’ number of errors at the macro (content and organization) and micro-levels (grammar, lexis, and mechanics) before and after teacher written and audio feedback were statistically significant because the group of students receiving the number of micro-level errors of the audio feedback group increased in the final draft. In evaluating the impact of audio feedback and written feedback on students' academic performance, Macgregor et al. (2011) analyzed the academic performance of both groups (group receiving audio feedback vs. group receiving written feedback). First, both groups showed an identical performance, which is poor in the formative assessment. However, in the summative assessment (after conducting the experiment), the performance was better than that in the formative assessment and the group receiving written feedback performed better than the group receiving audio feedback although an unpaired two-tailed t-test at $p \leq 0.05$ showed no differences in the performances between the two groups.

In another study by (Morris & Chikwa, 2016) on comparing audio and written feedback, similar results were reported, indicating that the mode of feedback received did not have effect on students’ grades in the subsequent assignments. In other words, no significant differences in students' attainment in writing between students who received only audio feedback and those who received only written feedback in the second assignment. In the same vein, Voelkel and Mello (2014) found no significant differences in either the formative assessment or the final summative exam between the average scores of both groups. From this result, it seems the mode of feedback delivery may not be critical as students can make a good use of either written or audio feedback as long as the feedback is constructive and can be used by them revising their tasks.

### 2.2 Related Research on written vs. audio feedback

Studies have also focused on how students perceive audio feedback in comparison to written feedback. Findings indicate that students prefer audio feedback over written feedback. According to Morra and Asís (2009), students preferred taped or audio feedback because in comparing it to other types of feedback, they found it effective in shortening the distance with the teacher, making them see it as face-to-face feedback in which they engage in dialogues with the teacher, and developing their sense of commitment. Hennessy and Forrester (2014), students preferred audio feedback for it is more detailed than written feedback and critical and constructive—it pointed at areas of weaknesses in their assignments and helped them to improve their tasks.

Lunt and Curran (2010) found that most of the students felt very positive about receiving audio feedback since it allowed them to see what they missed out in their assignments and it was clear and detailed. Another reason behind this positive perception of audio feedback is the poor quality of written feedback—students reported difficulty reading such hand-written feedback. As reported by Olesova et al. (2011), some students showed preference for audio feedback for it was clear and detailed and it helped them to develop a sense of presence of the course instructor. Similarly, Rodway-Dyer et al. (2011) attributed students' preference for audio feedback to the detailed instruction it provided and the suggestions it offered for future improvement. Similar results were reported by Parkes and Fletcher (2017) illustrating that audio feedback for assessment was perceived positive by the majority of students due to its clarity and easiness to follow. It was also seen more efficient in identifying areas of strengths and weakness in students’ assignments.

According to Voelkel and Mello (2014), the receivers of audio feedback in both case studies reported a high level of satisfaction with audio feedback since it contained comments that are more exploratory
and motivational than those of written feedback. In addition, students preferred audio feedback as they felt it more personal in nature than written feedback (Nemec & Dintzner, 2016). As reported by Macgregor et al. (2011), although students in both groups appeared equally satisfied about the feedback received, results of the survey suggest that audio feedback was perceived more positive than written feedback in terms of its details and understandability of feedback as evidenced by the statistically significant differences between the audio feedback group and written feedback group. Moreover, the interviews show that the audio feedback was found to be clearer and easier to understand and interpret. In a study by McCarthy (2015), the results show that students perceived both written and audio feedback were equally easy to understand and accessible to them. Yet, they considered the audio feedback more detailed and more personal than written feedback.

On the other hand, the results of Fawcett and Oldfield (2016) are contradictory to the results of the above studies as it was found that only the least percentage of students showed positive perception of audio feedback in comparison to written feedback. Moreover, the results show no significant differences in students' perceptions of audio feedback and written feedback. The researchers justified this result by stating that as opposed to previous studies showing that hand-written feedback was not of a good quality, in this study, written feedback was of a good quality and therefore, was highly and positively perceived by learners. In a study by Ice et al. (2010), students preferred written feedback alone than audio feedback alone. However, they preferred the combination of both written and audio feedback on their assignments because this helped them to see the issues in their assignments and fix them. According to Olesova et al. (2011), EFL students perceived written feedback more efficient than audio feedback owing to its visual support (i.e. being able to re-read the written comment for better understanding) that assisted them to better revise their texts. As found by Rodway-Dyer et al. (2011), despite students' preference for audio feedback, they found it time consuming and some of them did not see it ‘feedback’ in the same sense as written feedback because of its details. According to Morra and Asís (2009), students reported that students could grasp teacher's written feedback easily because they were able to see what the teacher was aiming at by the feedback and understand the exact issues in the text.

2. Method

Study design

The present study is quantitative in nature and it used an experimental design. The experimental design suits studies intended to measure the effect of an intervention on participants' performance and or attitudes and perception (Creswell, 2013). In this study, the intervention is represented by teacher audio feedback implementation in a writing course taken by 80 EFL undergraduates.

Participants

The participants in this study were 80 first-year students joining English at Majmaah universities. Specifically, the students were joining a writing course that introduces them to paragraph writing of different genres: descriptive, narrative and argumentative. However, this study is exclusive to argumentative writing because the tasks collected and assessed were argumentative paragraphs. The participants were taught by one instructor and received the same lectures and sessions except for narrative writing. During the narrative paragraph sessions, the students were randomly allocated in two groups according to the feedback that they would receive from the instructor: written or audio
feedback. So, the written feedback group (control group) consisted of 30 students and the audio feedback group (experimental group) consisted of 30 students.

**Study procedure**

The study was conducted during the second semester of the academic year of 2018-2019. Specifically, it covered a period of 4 weeks, the period during which the students were taught argumentative writing as one unit in the writing textbook. The study was conducted in two main phases: in the first phase, the students were randomly assigned to the control and experimental groups. They were informed of the purpose of research and were assured of protecting their confidentiality. They were also given a consent on their participation to sign. The students were also taught how to write argumentative paragraphs on several controversial topics and were assigned to write an argumentative paragraph each. During this phase, both groups were given the writing task on similar topics from which each student had to select one topic for writing. The first drafts written were uploaded by the students in two pages of the blackboard discussions.

In the second phase, both groups were asked to given teacher feedback. While the control group was given written feedback in the blackboard discussions, the experimental group was given audio/voice feedback. The audio feedback was first recorded through Talk &Comment for Android and then, the link was copied and shared under the first draft of each student in the blackboard discussion. Once receiving teacher feedback, each student had to revise the first draft and upload the revised version as final draft for teacher assessment. These final drafts were also assessed by the instructor using the same criteria for assessing the first drafts.

**Research instruments**

The study used the following research instruments:

**Assignment marks**

The average marks scored by the students in each group in the final drafts of argumentative paragraphs after conducting the experiment obtained by both groups were compared to determine whether the mode of feedback (written vs. audio) had an impact on the overall performance of students in argumentative writing. The final drafts written by the students in both groups were assessed by the course instructor and another instructor based

**Students’ responses to the survey**

The participating students in both groups were asked to respond to a web-based survey that consists of 7 items (Item 1-7 in Table 1) on a 5-point-Likert scale. The survey was adopted from previous studies on students' perception of written and audio feedback. The items of the survey were designed to elicit information pertaining to students' perception of written and audio feedback in the control and experimental groups, respectively. The survey focused on different aspects of comparison: students' satisfaction, clarity of feedback, easiness to interpret, clarifying how to enhance the task, details of feedback, accessibility and personalization. The survey was administered to the two groups after they submitted the final drafts of argumentative writing.
### Table 1. Survey items and open questions on students' perception of written and audio feedback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I was satisfied with the feedback provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The feedback was clear for me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The feedback was easy to interpret.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The feedback clarified how to improve my assignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The feedback was sufficiently detailed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The feedback was accessible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. The feedback was personal to me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. What do you think of the feedback you received on your assignment?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. What do you like about teacher feedback most?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. How do you feel about teacher feedback?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Is there any difficulty in receiving and or accessing and understanding the feedback?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Students' comments on the open questions**

The students were also requested to respond to four open questions (8-11 see the above table) by commenting on them in the space provided for them under each question in the web-based survey. The questions were intended to provide detailed information on students' overall opinions of teacher written and audio feedback, their likes about it, their feelings about it and the difficulties/challenges encountered by them in accessing and understanding the feedback once received by them.

**Data analysis**

The data obtained from students' scores on the final drafts of writing in both groups were analyzed using SPSS statistical package version 22 (SPSS Inc.,2016). The data analysis was performed by using a Mann-Whitney U Test in order to measure the differences in the scores of both groups or the differences in the impact of feedback on writing between the written and audio modes.

Moreover, the students' responses to the seven-item survey were imported in the form of Excel (Microsoft). Then, it was transferred to the SPSS program. In analyzing the data, descriptive and inferential statistics, including the mean values, medians and the P value. In determining the differences between the written feedback group and audio feedback group, the Mann-Whitney U Test was performed for this purpose.

A thematic analysis of students' comments on the open questions was performed in order to obtain more information about students' perception of both types of teacher feedback. In this regard, the comments were read carefully and assigned to different codes that were later clustered under themes based on the literature review and results of the survey. Then, each theme was presented and explained with a sample comment or a segment of comment accordingly. The themes are discussed in the finding section.
3. Results

The impact of written vs. audio feedback on students’ writing

In this study, the students’ scores in the pre-feedback drafts and post-feedback drafts were used for the purpose of measuring the impact of both written and audio feedback on students' performance in descriptive writing based on the criteria of academic writing development used in the writing course. The results (Table 2) obtained from the Shapiro-Wilk test revealed there was a significant deviation of the data from a normal distribution, p < .5. Based on this, a Mann-Whitney U test was conducted in order to examine the students' writing development after the intervention in the written feedback group and the audio feedback group. As illustrated in Table 5, the mean ranks of the audio feedback group students (Mean Rank= 39.95, Mdn =1.00) were higher than the mean ranks of the written feedback students (Mean Rank = 33.6, Mdn = .50). This result suggests that the audio feedback revealed more improvements or was more effective in improving students' writing than the written feedback in descriptive writing tasks. However, the analysis demonstrated significant differences in the scores in writing scores between the written feedback-based group and the audio feedback-based group (U = 524, z = -1.51, p = .131, and r = .17).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of feedback</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Sum of ranks</th>
<th>Mdn</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>P (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Written</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>-1.51</td>
<td>.024*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Results of the Mann-Whitney U test on participants’ scores in writing

Students' perception of written vs. audio feedback

Table 3 presents the results obtained from the quantitative analysis of students' responses to the survey items in both groups, specifically, the results of the Mann-Whitney U test. Rerunning the Mann-Whitney U test on students' responses to each single item of the survey, it was found that no significant differences were found between the two groups' perception of the feedback they received on their writing in relation to their satisfaction about it and its accessibility. This is evidenced from the results, particularly the results of item 1 (P value=0.272) and item 6 (P value=0.275). Moreover, the median of each item is equal in both groups.

The results of students' responses to item 4, 5 and 7 of the survey illustrate notable median differences between the two groups in relation to the clarity of feedback, clarifications of feedback on how to enhance the task, the sufficient details of feedback and personification of it, respectively. As noticed by the p values of these four items suggest statistically significant differences between the two groups in favour of audio feedback over written feedback. This result indicates that the audio feedback was better than the written feedback in terms of the clarifications on enhancing the text, sufficient details and personification.

On the other hand, the written feedback was clearer and easier to interpret than the audio feedback as illustrated by the result of items 2 and 3. In other words, the median shows notable differences between the two groups, which is also supported by the p value of 0.047*. 
Table 3. Results of the Mann-Whitney U test on participants’ responses to the survey items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey items</th>
<th>Written feedback group</th>
<th>Audio feedback group</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I was satisfied with the feedback provided.</td>
<td>4.02 Mean, 4 Mdn</td>
<td>4.16 Mean, 4 Mdn</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>-1.061</td>
<td>0.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The feedback was clear to me.</td>
<td>4 Mean, 58.00</td>
<td>3.40 Mean, 3.5</td>
<td>58.00</td>
<td>-0.629</td>
<td>0.064*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The feedback was easy to interpret.</td>
<td>3.15 Mean, 3</td>
<td>2.3 Mean, 2</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>-1.966</td>
<td>0.047*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The feedback clarified how to improve my assignment.</td>
<td>4.00 Mean, 4</td>
<td>3.2 Mean, 3</td>
<td>48.00</td>
<td>-1.050</td>
<td>0.043*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The feedback was sufficiently detailed.</td>
<td>3.49 Mean, 3.6</td>
<td>3.54 Mean, 4</td>
<td>59.00</td>
<td>-0.633</td>
<td>0.060*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The feedback was accessible.</td>
<td>4.13 Mean, 4</td>
<td>4.19 Mean, 4</td>
<td>51.00</td>
<td>-1.051</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. The feedback was personal to me.</td>
<td>2.79 Mean, 3</td>
<td>3.56 Mean, 3.5</td>
<td>37.00</td>
<td>-2.028</td>
<td>0.041*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the responses to open questions

The thematic analysis of students' responses to the open questions revealed several themes, five of which are common for both groups of students, and two are exclusive to the audio feedback group. Moreover, some of these themes support the results of the survey. As shown in Table (4), both types of feedback were perceived satisfactory among the majority of students in both groups. In addition, both types of feedback were perceived to be motivational and encouraging for almost half of students in both groups to revise their tasks. Although both types were seen as enablers of students to notice the issues in writing, written feedback was more highly perceived to be so because the number of students in the written feedback group commenting on this feature was higher than that of students in the audio feedback group.

Table 4. Themes generated from analysis of students' comments on the open questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Sample response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Written feedback group</td>
<td>Audio feedback group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Satisfactory</td>
<td>We were satisfied because it highlighted all our mistakes.</td>
<td>I am totally satisfied as the feedback helped me to improve our weaknesses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Motivational</td>
<td>I like it as it encouraged me to enhance my writing.</td>
<td>I was also motivated to do more revisions after listening to the voice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Noticing issues

It allowed for me to reflect back on each mistake and think what ways I can do.

It helped me to see the errors in my writing.

23 12

4. Accessibility

And I can really read the online feedback wherever I am with mobile and refer to it anytime.

However, I find it troublesome I need to download another app for it.

36 37

5. Clarity

It was very clear for me.

It was somehow clear to listen to it.

37 9

6. Understability

I couldn't understand some feedback in the Google doc comments.

I do have some misunderstanding when listening to some audio feedback.

12 27

7. Detailed

No comment

The feedback gave more details to make adjustments.

0 29

8. Personal

No comment

I loved it as if the instructor was talking to me in real.

0 17

In relation to accessibility of feedback, although the survey results showed that both types of teacher feedback were almost equally accessible, the results from the responses to the open questions were contradictory because the written feedback was more accessible to students and easy to refer to anytime using the mobile. However, more than two thirds of students in the audio feedback group pointed at the difficulty accessing the audio feedback because they needed to upload an App for it.

In relation to clarity and understandability of feedback, students' written responses to the open questions highly support these features in the written feedback as shown by the higher number of students in the written feedback group commenting on the clarity of feedback and the lower number of students commenting on the difficulty understanding some written feedback.

Finally, two features that support the results of the survey on the efficiency of audio feedback are the detailed and personal features of audio feedback, which were lacking in the students' responses to the open questions in the written feedback group.

4. Discussion

The purpose of the present study was to examine the impact of teacher's written vs. audio feedback on students' performance in argumentative essay writing. The study also explored students' views on both types of teacher feedback. In relation to the first research question, the results of the current study show that audio feedback has a significant impact on students' writing. Like previous studies on comparing the impact of written and audio feedback on students' writing (Gleaves & Walker, 2013; Macgregor et al., 2011; Morra & Asís, 2009; Morris & Chikwa, 2016; Voelkel & Mello, 2014), the current study showed differences in the impact of feedback on students' performance in writing between written and audio modes of feedback. However, the present study provided evidence that contradicts the results of these previous studies. In other words, the above studies reported non-statistically
significant differences in the impact of both modes of teacher feedback. They also attributed this to several reasons. First, the opportunities to apply teacher feedback in writing is important regardless of the mode in which the feedback was delivered (Morra and Asís, 2009). Moreover, it seems that the mode of feedback is not critical (Morris & Chikwa, 2016). Another reason is the difficulty in understanding the recorded feedback among students who are non-English native speaker (Voelkel & Mello, 2014).

On the other hand, in this study, statistically significant differences in the impact of feedback between the two modes were found. This suggests that audio feedback was more effective than written feedback in enhancing students' performance in argumentative writing. As opposed to these above-mentioned studies, the mode of feedback appears critical in influencing students' quality of text revisions. There are several possible reasons that may explain such contradictory results. The first reason is that since the focus of this study was on the impact of teacher written vs. audio feedback was on the task of argumentative essay writing, so it was exclusive to determine the impact of both modes of feedback on students' performance in formative assessment in writing rather than summative assessment. This means that students were given a task to write an argumentative essay (first draft), and one group received written feedback, while the other group received audio feedback. Then, they revised the first draft based on the feedback they received and could make a good use of the feedback in enhancing it and re-producing it as a final draft. Another reason could be the detailed information and instruction carried by the audio feedback that helped students to revise their essays well and improve their performance in argumentative writing.

Regarding the second research question, interesting results were obtained from students' responses to the close and open questions of the survey. First, they were satisfied with the quality of both modes of teacher feedback. This supports earlier research of Macgregor et al. (2011) on students' equal levels of satisfaction about audio and written feedback. This could refer to the good quality of electronic feedback either written or audio.

On the other hand, most of the students of the current study perceived audio feedback more efficient than written feedback in relation to sufficient details of feedback. This is not new given that several studies have reported the detailed nature of audio feedback as one important factor contributing to students' positive views or perception of audio feedback (Hennessy & Forrester, 2014; Lunt & Curran, 2010; Olesova et al., 2011; Macgregor et al., 2011; McCarthy, 2015). Being recorded rather than written, it allows teachers to provide more details efficiently without consuming much effort and time (Lunt & Curran, 2010).

Other two important features of audio feedback that could explain students' positive perception of the audio feedback on their writing are the clarifications it offers and feeling of personalization it develops or creates among students. Audio feedback provides learners with information pointing at the weaknesses of their writing and suggestions on how to enhance it (Hennessy & Forrester, 2014; Voelkel & Mello, 2014). Moreover, being aided by teacher’s voice and tone, students perceived audio feedback more personal than written feedback. This result supports results reported by previous research (Chalmers et al., 2014; McCarthy, 2015) on the personal nature of audio feedback.

Although the above results on the efficiency of teacher audio feedback are encouraging, such audio feedback was not as clear as written feedback. Unlike other studies (Lunt & Curran, 2010; Olesova et al., 2011; Macgregor et al., 2011; Parkes & Fletcher, 2017), in this study, audio feedback is not perceived more efficient than written feedback in terms of its clarity and understandability. This result from the
survey was also supported by the students' responses to the open questions in this study (The number of students commenting on the clarity of the feedback in the written feedback group was higher). This suggests that some of the audio records were not clear for some students, which could be due to the quality of recording. Moreover, audio feedback was more difficult to understand than written feedback as also evidenced by students' responses to the open questions in both groups (Only 12 students in the written feedback group commented on their failure to understand some feedback, while 27 students in the audio feedback did so).

The above result could be owing to the following reasons. First, the details contained in audio feedback required a few minutes to listen to and made students unable to figure out the exact intended message. Therefore, while recording audio feedback, teachers should not give a detailed instruction because details may turn the feedback into instruction (Rodway-Dyer et al., 2011). As a result of more details, students will heavily rely on teacher explicit details in feedback to correct their tasks. Effective feedback should challenge students' thinking about how to fix the issues in their assignments.

The second reason is the poor quality of voice records. The poor quality of voice in audio feedback is an important that affects students' perception of teacher feedback (Hennessy & Forrester, 2014; Olesova et al., 2011; Parkes & Fletcher, 2017). Therefore, teachers should make sure that their recordings are clear and free from external noises. Another reason could be the visually of written feedback that made it easier than audio feedback in grasping the message. Morra and Asis (2009) found that students could grasp teacher's written feedback easily because they were able to see what the teacher was aiming at by the feedback and understand the exact issues in the text.

Finally, audio feedback was not perceived by many students as easy as written feedback to access since they needed to download the App to listen to it. Therefore, teachers should use another tool for recording and providing audio feedback (e.g. mobile voice messages shared to WhatsApp) that is more easily accessible by learners.

5. Conclusion

There are some limitations of the present study that need to be addressed for future research. The first limitation is that the students participating in this study were drawn from only a single course at the a single university. This implies that the findings reported were based on the views and experiences of students in a specific course. Hence, the small-scale nature of the study does not help in making any generalizations of the findings. It is necessary, therefore, for future work to conduct similar research that involves a larger number of students at different university levels and from different disciplines in order to allow for a comparison of the results. Another limitation of the current study is the use of in-depth qualitative data that can provide more details explaining their perception of both types of feedback. In other words, the study used open questions to elicit further information about students' views which were expressed through written comments. However, in order to enrich the data, future studies should consider conducting follow-up face-to-face interviews, which will enable researchers to obtain in-depth information. A final limitation is that although the study helps us to better understand the impact of teacher written and audio feedback on writing, it did not focus on the relationships between students' scores and their feedback preferences. It did not also explore how certain types of feedback impact students' performance in writing when given written and audio feedback. This is an interesting research topic for future research.
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